Controlling and directing the boundary layer on the surfaces of a flight vehicle are two of the most demanding challenges in advanced aerodynamic designs. The design of highly integrated and submerged inlets with a large offset between the entrance and compressor face is particularly challenging because of the need for controlling or reducing the adverse effects of the boundary layer on propulsive efficiency. S-duct diffusers are used widely in flight vehicles when the compressor face needs to be hidden, and their performance is generally sensitive to the quality of ingested boundary layer from the fuselage. Passive or active flow control mechanisms are needed to prevent flow separations at the bends. In this paper, a new method is presented for optimal inlet/body integration based on a pair of ridges ahead of the inlet and its effects on the performance of a semicircular Sduct inlet integrated on a flat surface using CFD. In this design, the ridge changes an inefficient inlet concept to one with acceptable performance. The new method of integration is practicable for top-mounted inlet configurations where the use of diverters and other mechanisms results in higher amounts of drag, weight, and complexity.
Introduction
Highly integrated inlet concepts have become an important issue in UAV design studies. The main challenge of inlet/ body integration is to prevent the thickened boundary layer on the fuselage from entering into the inlet. Low kinetic energy boundary layer flow and its degradation of inlet performance are particularly problematic. Swirling, flow, distortion, and shock/boundary-layer interactions are common adverse phenomena, related to the nature of boundary layer in airbreathing propulsion systems [1] [2] [3] . Up to now, few practical designs and integration methods have been successfully used. For example, the classic diverters, Figures 1(a) and 1(b), provide a gap between the inlet and body of an aircraft which prevent the boundary layer from entering the inlet. However, there are some disadvantages concerning this integration technique, such as high drag, additional structural loads, and extra weight. For top-mounted inlet configurations, the problem is more complicated when the engine is installed in the fuselage and an S-duct guides the flow from the inlet entrance to the compressor face. Such a design suffers from secondary flow generation and additional pressure recovery losses inside the duct, requiring passive or active flow control [4] . Another problem with stealthy top-mounted inlets on UAVs is the short distance between the inlet entrance and compressor face and the large offset which limits the length of the diverter and degrades external aerodynamic performance [5] . Such a limit in design can be seen in Figure 1 (a). To overcome these problems by removing the diverter from the design approach and letting the boundary layer flow into the inlet, fundamental changes are needed in the entrance location, the wetted area in front of it, and the flight vehicle configuration. For example, the combination of a serpentine inlet and bump surface on some stealthy UAVs is a viable solution (Figure 1(c) ) but this concept works only for inlets close to the nose of the flight vehicle, where the upstream boundary layer on the fuselage is thin. A better example of highly integrated inlet design can be seen in Figure 1 (d) with no diverter. Although the Barracuda system is still under development and there are not many data about its propulsion system, the boundary layer control techniques should be used inside the diffuser duct to prevent flow separation. The challenge is greater for inlet locations on the aft section of the fuselage where the boundary layer is thicker. A new concept, called ridge, is therefore proposed for integration of a semicircular inlet mounted on a flat surface. The ridge concept offers a passive solution to this problem as a low-drag and light-weight alternative to a conventional boundary layer diverter. The performance of this design has been analyzed using CFD for concepts with and without a ridge at Mach numbers from 0.3 to 0.8. Figure 2 shows a UAV concept with a ridge/inlet configuration at the aft fuselage location.
Designs Philosophy and Geometry
The basic structure of the ridge is shown in Figure 3 (a). This shape has been created by lofting geometrically similar crosssections along oblique lines on a flat surface. These lines determine the diversion path for the boundary layer. The cross-sections have been scaled by a base point scaling algorithm, and the base point is placed on the oblique line in each cross-section plane. Figure 3 (b) illustrates the highest crosssection of the ridge. The cross-section is generated from a trimmed circle and two splines, C1 and C2. In this design, the distance from the center of the circle to the flat plate is a linear function of boundary layer thickness. Other crosssections are generated by the base point scaling algorithm along the longitudinal axis. The scale factor can be changed based on a quadratic function and provides a steeper ramp for the nose of the ridge. The central surface between the two ridges can be a flat plate and conoid or might be designed based on the inlet entrance geometry. For this concept, an interesting property of the central surface is its flexibility for combining with different compression surfaces and inlet entrances. As mentioned before, the lofting process by CAD software creates the final surface of the ridge in Figure 3 and as a direct result of the scaling algorithm, the front part of the ridge is submerged in the boundary layer on the flat plate. The yellow rear part in Figure 3 (a) connects the end of the ridge to the flat surface. The rear section can affect the vortex structure when it leaves the ridge. For example, it can break down the vortex, although this is not a goal in this research.
When this geometry is subjected to high-speed flow, three different pressurized surfaces appear on it: a highpressure surface (HPS) resulting from surface C1 (in Figure 3(b) ), a low-pressure surface (LPS) resulting from C2, and a low-pressure separation band at the tip. Based on these pressurized surfaces, a miniature stable vortex is created along the inboard side of the ridge. This thin vortex starts in the lower part of boundary layer close to the nose of the ridge and grows along the deviation line. The steep pressure gradient between the LPS and HPS causes shear layer separation whose intensity is controlled by the radius of the top of the ridge. This separated flow forms a vortical flow pattern in the vicinity of the low-pressure surface of the ridge.
The boundary layer (BL) streamlines passing over the ridge cannot escape from the vortex. The interaction between the vortex and the BL on the central surface draws the low energy parts of the flow into the low pressure on the inboard (a) General Atomics, Avenger [6] (b) Northrop Grumman, Global Hawk [7] (c) Boeing, X-47 [8] (d) EADS, Barracuda [9] Figure 1: Top-mounted inlets on different UAVs. 2 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering side of the ridge. The combination of vortex and steep pressure gradient creates a powerful trap for capturing and diverting the BL from a uniform straight path into a vortical flow pattern along a preset direction. Controlling the vortex based on the aerodynamic characteristics of the ridge is the unique property of this shape. The continual shear layer separation at the ridge constantly adds mass into the vortex structure and decreases the vortex strength. Therefore, the expanding LPS along the oblique line traps the vortex by increasing the height of the ridge along the oblique line. Figures 4 and 5 show the transversal total pressure contours and streamlines around the ridge profile at M = 1.50 (close to design limit). The ridge configuration is placed on the center of a flat plate whose upstream length is 20 times that of the ridge. The resultant boundary layer on this plate is very thick at transonic and supersonic speeds. The contours in Figure 4 are the result of the second-order upwind scheme, which predicts a very precise flow pattern around the ridge when the accepted residual accuracy is 10 −5 . The capability of the ridge to completely capture the boundary layer has been demonstrated by accurate simulations from the low subsonic to low supersonic (M < 1.7) regime. Figure 5 shows the vortex by streamlines released near the surface.
Information on advanced concepts based on this design can be found in [1] , which focused on the study of external flow patterns of the ridge, and propulsive efficiency of the new configuration was not emphasized. More detailed results of analysis of the basic ridge flow pattern, vortex structures, and other aerodynamic properties of the ridge concept will be published in a future paper. This paper focuses on the effects of the ridge on the internal performance of the integrated inlet.
Ridge/Inlet Integration
The candidate inlet for integrating with the ridge configuration is a pitot inlet with a semicircular entrance. Such inlets are becoming common in different flight vehicles, although their integration is not straightforward. In some cases, the curvature of the inlet limits the use of diverters. This problem is more critical for top-mounted inlets, and the designs are limited to a serpentine configuration or aft inlet/diverter configuration. The most important factor involved in this design is aerodynamic performance sensitivity. Bended inlets generally suffer from internal aerodynamic problems such as secondary flow and flow separation after 3 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering the first bend of the diffuser. Previous research has shown that the internal aerodynamic performance factors of these diffusers are very sensitive to the resulting flow pattern of the entrance geometry [10, 11] . Such a sensitivity is quite useful to test the effects of the ridge structure on inlet performance. Figure 6 shows the inlet, with and without ridge on a flat surface. For a reliable numerical simulation, the entrance segments are designed with less complexity; the lip profile is a half-circle with constant radius, and no drag optimization has been applied to the external surface of the inlet. The diffuser duct is generated by several sections between the entrance and the compressor face. A trigonometric function defines the centerline, and the lofting process by these segments creates the duct surface. The goal of this research is to examine the effects of the integration method, and optimization of the duct profile is not considered. To generate a boundary layer in front of the entrance which is representative of that on a full-scale UAV, a flat plate with a length of 1.7 meters is included upstream of the inlet. 
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The vortex formed by the rollup of the boundary layer must pass to the side of the inlet entrance. The distance between the ridge and entrance provides this passage. Although the diameter of the ridge vortex is smaller than that generated by a wing strake or canard, it must not enter the inlet. Analysis of flow over the ridge at high yaw angles at low subsonic speeds is required to estimate the required gap between the inlet entrance and the ridge. In this paper, CFD simulation results of inlet integration without a ridge have been used to produce a baseline for measurement of the comparative aerodynamic performance of the new concept.
In the previous study [12] , the diffuser duct had higher curvature that resulted in some local flow separations after the bend when the inlet was integrated (or reinforced) with the ridge. Such a pattern was experienced when the Mach number exceeded 0.50. In the current investigation, the diffuser duct is designed with less curvature in order to measure the effects of the ridge more accurately by preventing local flow separation related to the duct geometry. The new inlet is designed to measure the effects of the boundary layer from upstream without any extra three-dimensionality inside the inlet.
CFD Simulation
The numerical simulations have two primary objectives. The first is to investigate the boundary layer redirecting ability of the ridge with the existence of the inlet entrance on the central surface, especially at high subsonic speeds. Understanding the effects of inlet pressure gradient on the ridge vortex and the stability of the vortex core is the key issue for producing a baseline for aerodynamic testing. The second and most important objective is to investigate the effects of the ridge on the internal flow quality of the S-duct.
Analyzing the boundary layer interactions and related phenomena inside the inlet depends on the abilities of turbulence equations in the numerical solver. An SST turbulence model has been used widely in simulations related to viscous interactions. The model is as economical as the k-ε model, but it offers much higher fidelity, especially for separated flows, providing excellent answers on wide range of flows and near-wall mesh conditions. According to our mesh quality and the existence of viscous interactions in our cases, this turbulence model is a good match with the requirements of this analysis. Previous researchers have proved the accuracy of this turbulence model for boundary layer analysis [13] [14] [15] [16] . In this research, a cluster processor with 4 nodes (32 computational cores) has solved the domain by ANSYS Fluent commercial software and the convergence solution has been accepted when the residuals exceeded 10 −5 .
Governing Equations.
The governing equations for the present problem are the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. The compact conservation form for these equations are as follows [17, 18] .
(i) Continuity equation:
(ii) Momentum equation:
where ρ, u i , p, E, and H t are the density, velocity components, pressure, and total energy and enthalpy, respectively. The total energy can be represented by
where e is the internal energy per unit of mass. H t is related to the static enthalpy h s by
k is the heat flux related to the conductivity. Turbulent shear stress is defined as
μ = μ l + μ t is the total viscosity; μ l and μ t being the laminar and turbulent viscosity. According to the Sutherland formulation, the laminar viscosity (μ l ) is calculated as
where T is the temperature and μ ref , T ref , and S are known coefficients. In Eddy viscosity models, the stress tensor is expressed as a function of turbulent viscosity (μ t ). Based on dimensional analysis, additional variables (k, ε, and ω) are defined as given below. 
(ii) Turbulent dissipation rate ε:
The turbulent viscosity, μ t , is calculated as
The Fluent solver uses a control-volume-based technique to convert a general scalar transport equation to an algebraic equation that can be solved numerically. This controlvolume technique consists of integrating the transport equation about each control volume, yielding a discrete equation that expresses the conservation law on a control-volume basis. More information about solver structure may be found in [17] . The turbulent kinetic energy (k) and specific dissipation rate (ω) equations are
In these equations, G k represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to mean velocity gradients, G ω represents the generation of ω, and Γ k and Γ ω represent the effective diffusivity of k and ω, respectively. Y k and Y ω represent the dissipation of k and ω due to turbulence. D ω represents the cross-diffusion term. S k and S ω are userdefined source terms [19] . The set of equations explained above are solved simultaneously in the density-based solver.
Boundary Conditions.
A schematic of the computational domain with the boundary conditions is shown in Figure 7 . The static back pressure at the pressure outlet causes an adverse pressure gradient inside the inlet where the boundary layer conditions are the function of this boundary condition. Using the two-equation turbulence model in this domain forces the solver to use a CFL number lower than unity for a smooth convergence.
Numerical Solver.
The density-based solver in ANSYS Fluent solves the governing equations of continuity, momentum, and energy simultaneously as a set, or vector, of equations. Governing equations for additional scalars will be solved sequentially (i.e., segregated from one another and from the coupled set). The selected algorithms for solving the coupled set of equations is the implicit formulation [20] [21] [22] . The governing equations in Fluent are discretized in time for both steady and unsteady calculations. In the steady case, it is assumed that time marching proceeds until a steady-state solution is reached. The discretizing algorithm at the start of solution is the first-order upwind, and after reaching desired accuracy, it changes to a second-order upwind scheme; then the iterations continue until reaching the desired accuracy. The CFL number less than unity is applied for both parts of iterations. Table 1 shows the residual values at the selected accuracy for a typical case.
Mesh Generation.
For a reliable simulation, a fully structural grid has been created around the ridge and space around the inlet. The y + range is between 0.8 and 0.9 on the ridge surface, and the growing rate of cells is 1.10. The three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, coupled with a SST turbulence model, can be solved. Because of lateral symmetry, it is possible to reduce computational costs using the boundary conditions at the plane of symmetry. The accuracy 6 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering of such an approach is discussed in [5] . The computational grid for the duct is completely structured, but coupling the mesh inside the duct with the space over the ridge and outside is problematic because the interface between the entrance and the free far-field contains different grid patterns. Thus, unstructured cells have been applied to fill this volume. Figures 8-11 illustrate the mesh structure, and Figure 10 provides a close-up view of the unstructured block. In order to compare the two cases, the mesh of the duct section and its AIP is the same for both cases. The unstructured grid volume for the interface between the inside and outside of the duct has been used for the inlet without the ridge to minimize the difference between computational domains. The number of cells for these symmetric domains is more than 4.4 million.
4.5. Grid Study. Grid dependency is evaluated using different mesh structures. The main cases for which results are considered in this paper contain more than 6.38 million cells for the ridge/inlet configuration. Lower density meshes (more than 4.0 million) can also reach the desired accuracy if the boundary layer block remains dense. The pressure distribution on a cross-section of the duct is selected for comparison. Figure 12 shows the results, and Table 2 shows that the difference between measured factors is not significant for N3 and N4. Lighter domains like N1 cannot predict the boundary layer accurately with the k-ω turbulence model, especially when the boundary layer block is not constant among the study cases. Figure 12 illustrates the residuals condition after 25,000 iterations. This accuracy Figure 15 : Effect of discretization scheme on the vortex structure. 8 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering has been considered for all cases. Method 2 represents another grid generation approach with a lighter boundary layer block which the mesh structure of the core flow inside the inlet is relatively denser than the grid blocks of method 1. Figure 13 shows the variation of measured mean total pressure at the AIP for the two approaches.
The effect of the grid domain on the resultant pressure distribution is shown in Figure 14 . After N3, the grid domains provide similar results when residuals exceeds 10 −6 . For the dense grid domain (N4), changing the solver discretization algorithm from the first-order to second-order upwind (after 20,000 iterations) does not result in significant changes in the internal pressure distribution after reaching 10
. This is illustrated by comparing the pressure distribution on the centerline of the lower diffuser wall as shown in Figure 14(b) . But the external vortex pattern shows some differences. In both cases, the vortex passes the inlet without breakdown (for subsonic flow) but a second-order discretization algorithm results in higher vortex resolution and details. For the simple flow structures that are aligned with the grid, the numerical diffusion will be naturally low; therefore, it is possible to use the first-order scheme without any significant loss of accuracy. But for the current study, the complex vortex pattern and its interaction with the boundary layer should be simulated accurately to find the possible vortex breakdown or boundary layer separations inside the duct; therefore, using a less dissipative scheme like the second-order upwind is a requirement. The effect of solver order can be seen in Figure 15 by a comparison between cross-sectional total pressure contours. 
Results and Discussions
For the inlet configuration without upstream ridges, simulations show that the duct flow contains turbulence and threedimensionalities even at low subsonic speeds (M = 0.3). The boundary layer developed from the upstream surface results in significant flow separation inside the duct. In contrast, the flow conditions for the ridge/inlet combination are completely different, and details are described in the following subsections. Optimizing the geometry transition algorithm between the entrance profile and the compressor face can improve the internal flow quality to some extent although duct optimization is not a goal in this study.
Flow Pattern and Diverting
Ability of the Ridge. The vortex structure is indicated by the total pressure contours in Figure 16 . Contours show that the vortex is stable and passes through the vortex passage without any significant deformation. Over 90% of the low-kinetic-energy boundary layer is captured by the vortex in the regime 0.2 < M < 0.8. No breakdown or detachment from the LPS has been observed at different Mach numbers along the ridge. Figure 16 shows that the vortex detaches from the end of the ridge and continues its path parallel to the freestream direction to the end of the flat surface. A dense group of streamlines, released above the flat surface, is shown in Figure 17 . Simulation results show that a large fraction of the streamlines is captured by the ridge vortex and directed into the passage. This pattern has been observed for all Mach numbers evaluated.
As was expected, the inlet entrance is completely protected from the boundary layer developed from upstream. On some parts close to the vortex region on the central surface, the boundary layer is swept by the vortex. Oil patterns in Figure 18 illustrate this phenomenon clearly. As Mach number increases, the vortex core starts to approach the concave profile of the LPS. This property of the flow is important 
Vortex/Passage
Interaction. Flow quality at the inlet entrance is an important attribute for ridge/inlet integration. The passage between ridge and inlet should let the vortex pass away safely, and any vortex breakdown should happen after this passage. Figure 19 illustrates the vortex structure with total pressure contours before and at the passage at M ∞ = 0.50. This pattern has been repeated in the subsonic to transonic Mach range. No breakdown has been observed along the ridge's LPS, and at the passage, the vortex structure is more circular. It appears that the vortex is compressed by the high-pressure zone around the inlet lip. The passage that is formed by the rear profile and the inlet lip section creates a convergent-divergent region for the vortex. As the vortex reaches to the end of the ridge, it is accelerated before the expansion region at subsonic to transonic speeds. Increasing the Mach number at this location can be seen in Figure 20 where the streamline colors are changed (from green to red at the passage). Downstream of the ridge, the vortices that it generates provide a small amount of additional lift, and the rear part of the ridge plays an important role in controlling the vortex structure. In contrast to [1] , for the top-mounted inlet configuration, it is preferable to let the vortex remain attached to the rear part of the fuselage.
5.3. The Flow Quality for the Inlet. Apart from the CFD flow visualization, the flow quality can be measured by the total pressure ratio (σ). This ratio measures the energy losses in the boundary layer. Figures 21(a) and 21(b) illustrate the variation of this factor with the vertical distance near the surface just before the entrance of the inlet. From these diagrams, it is clear that the boundary layer captured by the ridge/inlet configuration inlet has losses that are less than that of the free inlet on the flat surface.
Another interesting difference between the concepts is the captured mass flow rate. Mass flux calculations at the AIP show that the captured mass flow ratio in the transonic mode is much higher for the ridge/inlet configuration. The calculation results are summarized in Table 3 . This ability can be explained by the ridge flow pattern. The ridge diverts the boundary layer but upper layers of flow with higher kinetic energy are guided into the entrance under the effect of the ridge vortical flow pattern. This passive mechanism is illustrated by Figure 22 for a freestream value of M = 0.8 where the streamlines in the boundary layer (h = 1 mm) are in black and the streamlines above the surface are white. Figure 23 shows the flow pattern by dense streamlines.
When the high-speed layers of the flow pass over the vortices, they are guided downward into the central surface and inlet. This kind of inlet feeding is still under study in our research.
Internal Performance.
With the effective diversion of the boundary layer before the intake entrance, the secondary flow separation problem has been solved for subsonic to transonic speeds. The ridge captures the low kinetic energy layers of the flow close to the surface, so that the fresh flow spills into the entrance. The thinner boundary layer after the ridge is more stable and can resist the adverse pressure gradient inside the duct. This issue can be studied by the shape factor (H) distribution inside the duct for different cases. Generally, for H > 2.6, the boundary layer flow separation on the surface should be expected. The maximum value of H is the criterion as to whether flow separation has occurred or not. Results show that at M = 0.8, there is a local flow separation in a region (for ridge/inlet configuration), and Figure 24 (a) illustrates this region by the H distribution contours.
The oil pattern in Figure 24 (b) shows the separation area clearly. This vortical pattern reattaches to the surface after a short distance before the AIP. At lower Mach numbers, there is no separation. Table 4 contains the maximum value of the Figures 30 and 31 shows significant flow improvement for the ridge/inlet configuration. As mentioned before, even at low subsonic speeds, the boundary layer inside the basic inlet detaches from the surface due to the adverse pressure gradient which is applied by the AIP.
Tangential streamlines in Figures 30 and 31 show a vortical pattern at the AIP. For the inlet without the ridge, this pattern was expected. For the ridge/inlet geometry, the transition between the sharp corners of the entrance to the circular AIP is the main reason for the generation of this pattern. With increasing Mach number, this pattern shifts to the lower sections of the AIP and for M > 0.5, the vortical pattern of tangential streamlines can no longer be observed.
The numerical solution was analyzed at the AIP with respect to overall performance factors such as total pressure recovery (σ) and distortion coefficients (DC 60 ) with the following formulations. 
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In these equations, the P t-AIP is the mean total pressure at the AIP, P t-∞ is the freestream total pressure, P t-θ is the mean total pressure in the "worst" sector of the AIP face, and q AIP is the mean dynamic pressure of the AIP. θ is the length of the arc of each sector. These results are presented in Table 3 . M f represents the increment of mass flow rate at the AIP.
The results in Table 4 indicate that by increasing the Mach number, the effect of the ridge on the total performance of the inlet increases simultaneously. Figures 32(a) and 32(b) show a comparison between the inlets on a flat plate and an inlet without boundary layer ingestion.
Supersonic Regime Performance.
Although the inlet with a uniform large lip radius profile in this analysis is not designed for supersonic applications, in this section, the effect of ridge on the shock structure of the inlet is discussed based in the CFD results. The Mach number for the simulation is 1.50, and ambient pressure is 100,000.0 Pa.
By applying back pressure (P b ) equal to 2.4 × 10 5 Pa, a three-dimensional bifurcated shock appears in front of the inlet. For the pitot inlet, the detached normal shock is important because it can result in strong vortex/shock interactions. Figure 33 shows this shock with transparent isosurfaces. The vortex enters to the side section of the conical shape structure of the shock wave and interacts with the chaotic flow pattern at the shock root. According to the streamlines in this figure, the vortex/shock interaction does not result in the fully expanded vortical structure after or inside the shock region. Figure 34 illustrates the vortex core path through the shock wave. The vortex core passes through the shock wave safely, but the vortical pattern changes its shape to a more uniform flow after the ridge. Such a behavior can be recognized as a vortex breakdown. In addition to the detached shock wave, the interaction between the vortex and rear profile and also the expansion region close to the rear profile can be the reason for a uniform pattern. Although the inlet is saved from the vortex, flow separation inside of the inlet is inevitable after the normal shock.
The ridge can be used with a supersonic pitot inlet when the inlet contains very smooth curvature, sharper lips, and long length to let the separated flow reattach to the surface. When the normal shock is placed at the lip (critical mode), the vortex/shock interactions are minimized. Figure 35 presents a better ridge/inlet combination for supersonic applications. Other ridge concepts for high speed usage can be found in [23] .
Conclusion
The effects of the ridge concept on the performance of a highly integrated inlet are investigated in this paper. The ridge structure contains neither a bleed system nor movable parts, and it can be integrated with different shapes of inlets. CFD simulations show that ridge can redirect the boundary layer based on two aerodynamic phenomena: pressure gradient on its surfaces and vortices. The combination of pressure reduction and vortices creates an effective trap to redirect low energy boundary layer at different Mach numbers. According to these CFD simulations, the basic ridge/inlet configuration shows a practicable passive solution over a wide range of subsonic to low supersonic Mach number. In the current design, the central surface does not play a significant role in boundary layer diverting. Adding an extra compression geometry or bump surface and redesigning the entrance for supersonic conditions may improve the diverting ability and propulsion efficiency. Results of simulations show that the new concept provides a higher value of pressure recovery in comparison with other submerged or highly integrated inlet combinations. By effective diversion of the upstream boundary layer, ridge provides air with higher kinetic energy and thinner boundary layer for the inlet which prevents or reduces boundary layer separation at speeds up to the high subsonic region. The inlet has also been considered for supersonic study. According to these results, the vortex has a weak 
